Watchfire Music Releases New Julia Wade CD, Every Day
Watchfire Music is proud to announce the release of Julia Wade’s exhilarating new
Inspirational CD, Every Day, Thursday, November 11, 2010. This marks an evolution for
this Classical Crossover artist as she ventures forth into unchartered territory extending the
boundaries of sacred music into the world of Inspirational music.
As soloist at the World headquarters of the Christian Science Church in Boston, Julia has
led a groundbreaking evolutionary movement of music in the church for the past six years
advancing music into the 21st century.
As a Classical Crossover artist, Ms Wade has enriched the airwaves with an elegant and
more contemporary sound, bringing accessibility to sacred music while steadily maintaining
its time-honored traditions.
Every Day, is an 8-song CD complete with a free additional Digi-Book, an in-depth look at
the evolution of the process and development of the new work compiled by both Ms Wade
and her producer Peter Link. This cutting edge package promises to both inspire and inform
through its music and creativity.
Says Julia, “The title refers to the things I think about every day: the challenges, the
prayers, and the victories – in my life, my community and my world. The songs explore not
only the fears and limitations that confront us, but also the solutions that are available to us
when we become still enough to hear them.”
This new CD expands the meaning of Inspirational to include her own personal commitment
to the healing of international issues like human injustice, hunger and world peace. Julia
states that, "The idea of this CD is to apply the scared to all parts of our every day lives –
both on a personal and a universal level.”
With a mixture of pop, folk, theatrical and classical sounds, Every Day is sure to inspire not
only her loyal fan base but also extend her reach far beyond. Additional to the sacred songs
on the album like a new setting of The 23rd Psalm are songs about love (listen to: Nothing
Only Love) and also inspirational personal encounters (listen to: Woman On A Train).
People of all ages will be relate and connect with Julia through the accessibility of her music
and lyrics.
Watchfire Music will be releasing the album at Julia’s CD release party and performance on
November 11, 2010 at 8pm at Shetler Studios and Theatres in New York City. Every Day
will be available for purchase at the release party on November 11th and then can be
purchased exclusively at WatchfireMusic.com
To listen to samples of Julia Wade’s past Albums, click here.
Visit Julia at: Facebook and Julia’s Website

